
1440 Announces New TikTok Integration for
Salesforce Digital Engagement

1440 has introduced a new integration with TikTok Shop enabling brands to engage with customers on

TikTok directly through the Salesforce service console.

PARK CITY, UTAH, UNITED STATES, September 18, 2023 /EINPresswire.com/ -- Dreamforce

attendees got their first glimpse of the game-changing solution at an exclusive event.

1440, a distinguished Salesforce ISV Partner known for revolutionizing customer communication,

announces an exciting new addition to its Messaging Studio app: seamless integration with

TikTok Shop. This integration empowers brands to respond to customer messages directly from

the Salesforce service console, marking a pivotal advancement in social customer care for

Salesforce users.

Elevating Customer Engagement

In an era where social media significantly influences consumer purchase journeys, TikTok has

emerged as a powerful platform for product discovery, interaction, and advocacy. Understanding

the importance of this trend, 1440's innovative TikTok integration allows brands to engage with

customers within the platform seamlessly.

Enhancing the Purchase Journey

With TikTok being an integral part of consumers' purchasing decisions, brands need to offer

impeccable social customer care. Responding to this need, 1440's solution enables brands to

efficiently manage TikTok conversations without leaving the Salesforce platform. This ensures

that customers' inquiries are addressed promptly, enhancing trust and boosting conversion

rates.

Unveiled at Dreamforce

Dreamforce attendees were granted an exclusive preview of this groundbreaking solution at

1440’s Hospitality Suite at the Ritz Residences in San Francisco from September 12-14, 2023. This

event showcased the powerful capabilities of 1440's TikTok Shop integration, leaving attendees

eager to leverage this game-changing tool in their own customer engagement strategies.

http://www.einpresswire.com


Turning Challenges Into Opportunities

For brands striving to excel in the TikTok social commerce landscape, This integration enables

brands to meet customer expectations by providing real-time responses ensuring an enjoyable

shopping experience for customers on TikTok Shop.

A Seamless Workflow for Customer Care

Brands that adopt 1440's TikTok integration can manage conversations from TikTok users

directly within the Salesforce service console. This integration streamlines workflows and

enhances productivity with features like Generative AI Reply Recommendations and quick access

to CRM Data, Leads Cases and Knowledge Articles. Messaging Studio already works with other

social and service channels, allowing teams to manage it all from one centralized location.

Elevate Customer Engagement with 1440's TikTok Integration

As TikTok's influence on purchasing decisions continues to grow, brands must adapt and deliver

exceptional customer experiences on this platform. With 1440's TikTok Shops integration, brands

can harness the power of TikTok while efficiently managing customer conversations within

Salesforce. To learn more about this integration, explore 1440's Salesforce Guide to TikTok blog

or catch a sneak peek in our demo video. Get ready to elevate customer engagement strategy to

new heights.
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